As you know my plantation has some
hundred and sixty slaves. They live in their
own quarters. The field slaves work under
my overseer, Mr. Thomas, from dawn to
dusk every day except Sunday. They have
the evenings to themselves. Because work
must take top priority, the field slaves are
not instructed in proper speech. They keep
much of their African accents and never
learn English properly. This I think
explains your difficulty understanding
them. They are no more dimwitted than
any other African

There is not a man on earth who does not
believe that slavery is a curse

Africans do seem made to be slaves. Their
coarse manners and slow wits show that
they need our guidance to help civilize
them and show them the way to proper
morality and religion.

Suppose I should seize you, rob you of
your liberty, drive you into the field, and
make you work without pay as long as you
live, would that be justice and kindness, or
monstrous injustice and cruelty?

I recently heard a speech from Senator
Calhoun who observed that, "The African
is incapable of self-care and sinks into
lunacy under the burden of freedom. It is
a mercy to him to give him the
guardianship and protection from mental
death."

Slaveholding is a heinous crime in the
sight of God, and that the duty, safety,
and best interests of all concerned, require
its immediate abandonment, without
expatriation.

On a different note, I was surprised that
you drew so little evidence from the Bible.
After all it is written that slaves should
always obey their masters, as we are to
obey God.

The relation of master and slave in
America should be clearly understood. The
master is allowed by law to hold his slave
as his possession and property, which
means the right of one man to hold
property in his fellow. The master can buy,
sell, bequeath his slave as well as any
other property, nay, he shall decide what
the poor slave is to eat, what he is to
drink, where and when he shall speak. He
also decides for his affections, when and
whom he is to marry, and, what is more
enormous, how long that marriage
covenant is to endure.

In his research at the University of Virginia
he has claimed that, "It is as much in the
order of nature that men should enslave
each other as that other animals should
prey upon each other."

The slaveholder exercises the bloody
power of tearing asunder those whom God
has joined together—of separating
husband from wife, parent from child, and

of leaving the hut vacant, and the hearth
desolate.
We do not have the inconvenience of living
in close contact with our slaves. Because
of that greater social distance, I can use
the whip much more freely to get the most
out of each worker. By whipping each
slave once a year, I can be sure that each
one sees at least a whipping a week. This
helps keep them at their work.

The slaveholders of America resort to
every species of cruelty, but they can
never reduce the slave to a willing
obedience.

I have studied the governments of African
countries and found that all are very
poorly run. None have been able to see
the light of democracy and few have more
than a simple tribal organization. This
supports the view that Africans cannot be
fit to rule themselves. After all, if they
cannot lead themselves in Africa, how
could they possibly manage it here?

The natural elasticity of the human soul
repels the slightest attempt to enslave it.
The black slaves of America are not wholly
without that elasticity; they are men, and,
being so, they do not submit readily to the
yoke.

You will not be surprised when I say that
our Negroes live better than most factory
workers. Does anyone lookout for the poor
worker whose arm is permanently
damaged? No. Does anyone see that
workers are properly fed and housed?
Again, the answer is no. I think that if our
slaves saw what awaits them in Northern
factory life, they would never wish to set
foot north of Maryland.

The state of slavery is one of perpetual
cruelty.

While I am on the subject of the north, I
have found that their textile industry
shows just how much they need slave
labor for their own benefit. We both know
that the mills of New England would
shudder to a halt without our cotton. And I
wonder how they would respond if we
suddenly asked them to pay twice as
much for raw cotton.

When very young, as I stated, I was sold
into slavery, and was placed under the
control of a little boy who had orders to
kick me when he liked, whenever the little
boy got cross, his mother used to say, “Go
and whip Freddy.” I however, soon began
to reason upon the matter, and found that
I had as good a right to kick Tommy, as
Tommy had me.

It seems hypocritical of Northerners to
oppose slavery and, at the same time,
treat their workers poorly and push us to
keep our cotton cheap.

I feel the scourge of slavery itself piercing
into my heart, crushing my feelings, and
sinking me into the depths of moral and
intellectual degradation.

I know my slaves personally, and thus am
able to teach them proper piety and
virtue. I use the whip only as a last resort,
because I must face my slaves each day
and work along side them.

In the South, the laws are exceedingly
cruel, more so more so than in the
Northern States. The most cruel feature of
the system in the Northern States is the
slave Trade.

the sudden end to the slave economy
would have had a profound and killing
economic impact in the South where
reliance on slave labor was the foundation
of their economy. The cotton economy
would collapse. The tobacco crop would
dry in the fields. Rice would cease being
profitable.

the constant dread of being sold is often
more terrible than the reality itself.

if all the slaves were freed, there would be
widespread unemployment and chaos.
This would lead to uprisings, bloodshed,
and anarchy.

Declaration of Independence—the land in
which are millions of professed Christians,
and which supports their religion at a cost
of 20 million dollars annually, and yet she
has three millions of human beings the
subjects of the hellish laws I have read.

slavery had existed throughout history and
was the natural state of mankind. The
Greeks had slaves, the Romans had
slaves, and the English had slavery until
very recently.

we only demand your moral and religious
influence on the slave (holder) in question,
and believe me the effects of that
influence will be overwhelming.

in the Bible, Abraham had slaves. They
point to the Ten Commandments, noting
that "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's
house, ... nor his manservant, nor his
maidservant." In the New Testament, Paul
returned a runaway slave, Philemon, to his
master, and, although slavery was
widespread throughout the Roman world,
Jesus never spoke out against it.

It is punishable with death for the second
attempt to teach a slave his letters in
America (Loud expression of disgust), and
in that Protestant country the slave is
denied the privilege of learning the name
of the God that made him.

the courts had ruled with the Dred Scott
Decision, that all blacks — not just slaves
— had no legal standing as persons in our
courts — they were property, and the
Constitution protected slave-holders' rights

Slave holders are devils dressed in angels'
garments. The man who whipped me in
the week used to attend to show me the
way of life on the Sabbath

to their property.
John C. Calhoun said, "Never before has
the black race of Central Africa, from the
dawn of history to the present day,
attained a condition so civilized and so
improved, not only physically, but morally
and intellectually."

free labor is far more respectable,
profitable, and productive, than slave
labor.

The trade was necessary to the success and
wealth of Britain. The merchants and planters
warned that abolition would mean ruin for
Britain, as the whole economy would collapse.

in fact, white non-slaveholders of the
South are in the majority, as six to one,
they have never yet had any uncontrolled
part or lot in framing the laws under which
they live.

Africa was already involved in slavery.
They stated that Africans enslaved each
other.

in the Declaration of Independence, "that
all mankind are created equal, and that
they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights, among which are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness"

We ought to consider whether the negroes
in a well regulated plantation, under the
protection of a kind master, do not enjoy
as great, nay, even greater advantages
than when under their own despotic
governments'

Slavery is contrary to the principles of
natural justice, of our republican form of
government, and of the Christian religion,
and is destructive of the prosperity of the
country, while it is endangering the peace,
union, and liberties of the States; and
whereas, we believe it the duty and
interest of the masters immediately to
emancipate their slaves

